New York Select Core

New York Primary Law
New York Select combines caselaw, annotated statutes, Attorney General opinions, and other state materials for New York as well as KeyCite®, into a single, integrated research tool. West case synopses and headnotes summarize the facts, issues, procedural history, holdings and disposition of a decision – information that might otherwise be scattered throughout the opinion. Annotated Statues include Statutory Credits, Historical and Statutory Notes, Cross-References, and Notes of Decisions that provide quick summaries of cases interpreting or applying the statute in question.

New York Select Modules

New York Analytical
New York Analytical will certainly make your research more productive. It also gives you more tools for expanding your practice. New York Analytical gives you a single, comprehensive integrated legal research tool. This collection of state-specific information is a must for any attorney who practices in New York.

New York DUI
Westlaw New York DUI was designed around what you told us you needed. Your workflow, your tasks, your need for strategic information. The result is a resource that packages key DUI content, makes it easy to access from a single screen, and saves you time, every step of the way.

New York Municipal Law
Westlaw has a targeted solution for your specific type of municipal law practice. We designed the Westlaw New York Municipal Law Practitioner product line around what you told us you needed. Your workflow, your tasks, your need for strategic information. The result is a practitioner-built resource that packages key municipal law content, that is easy to access from a single screen, and saves you time, every step of the way.

National and Topical Modules

All Analytical
All Analytical combines expert legal analysis with forms, jury instructions and more. This impressive collection of titles enables quick review of specific points in familiar areas of law and helps you cover unfamiliar ground with speed and ease.

All Federal Dockets without Tracking
All Federal Dockets on Westlaw are designed to simplify the way you locate and retrieve court dockets. It gives you an efficient, cost-effective alternative for managing and monitoring cases as they make their way through the federal courts.

Employment Coordinator
Employment Coordinator provides instant online access to detailed analysis of current federal and state laws, regulations and case decisions that impact the employer/employee relationship. Employment Coordinator saves you time, trouble and expense by providing authoritative answers in key employment law “hot spots”.

Environmental - Federal
With Environmental - Federal, you will have unlimited access to federal environmental cases, statutes, legislative history, regulations and administrative materials, plus environmental law journals from 10 highly respected universities.

Environmental - Multistate
Environmental - Multistate offers 50-state coverage of caselaw, statutes, administrative codes, rules and regulations, and more, all in one convenient package. You can locate an individual state’s law easily or survey all states with a single search.

Financial Crisis
Financial Crisis for Patron Access gives your patrons unlimited access to key “subprime” data, including federal and state court cases; pending federal regulations and legislation; consumer mortgage materials; news and law review articles; and more.

Hawklands UCC
Examines the law that governs commercial transactions, including sales of goods, secured transactions, and negotiable instruments and provides accurate, section-by-section analysis of each article of the Uniform Commercial Code by recognized national authorities.

Immigration Library
The analytical content found in Immigration Library for Patron Access offers your patrons essential resources for the full range of immigration matters, including visas, employment, education, asylum, family law, and other commonly encountered topics.

Jury Verdicts
Determine the potential award or liability by comparing your case to actual jury verdicts, settlements, and arbitration awards from around the country. Designed for personal injury practitioners and other litigators, Jury Verdicts on Westlaw provides up-to-date, easily accessible information from more than 500,000 federal and state jury verdict summaries.
Mertens-Casey Tax
Mertens and Casey Tax contains two indispensable resources that analyze federal income tax law and explain the entire structure of the federal tax system, Mertens Law of Federal Income Taxation and Casey Federal Tax Practice.

Norton Bankruptcy Law
Under the direction of the Honorable William L. Norton, Jr., noted bankruptcy attorney and former bankruptcy judge, the Norton name has become synonymous with authoritative bankruptcy analysis and guidance. Nobody keeps you more current. Ongoing contributions from more than 100 leading practitioners, judges and scholars ensure that all significant new bankruptcy law developments – including the 2005 Bankruptcy Reform Legislation – are covered, analyzed and reported to you promptly in the publications of Norton Bankruptcy Law.

Paststat
PastStat Locator helps you quickly identify the statutory version in effect on a specific date.

PastStat Locator USCA
With PastStat Locator you can quickly identify the statutory version in effect on a specific date. Use PastStat Locator, and you’ll be precise, efficient and totally confident about your research. Imagine the time you’ll save verifying statutory language for dates in the past!

Real Property
Real Property offers you broad coverage of substantive and procedural law, with nationally recognized authorities such as Tiffany on Real Property and Real Estate Law Digest, 4th Edition.

Social Security Platinum
Social Security Platinum puts a wealth of information at your fingertips - cases, statutes, regulations, administrative materials and the leading analytical material. It enables you to quickly review specific points of law with speed and ease.
The New York Select core is made up of the state’s primary law with all the benefits of Westlaw®, such as Key Numbers, KeyCite®, and more. The Westlaw Select core provides essential resources at an economical, predictable rate. With unlimited access to your state’s caselaw, statutes, administrative codes, AG Opinions, and law reviews and journals, you’ll be able to find what you need with the convenience of an easy, one-stop research approach.

**Full-Text Plus™ editorial enhancements**

**West Key Number System**
The West Key Number System® classifies American law into more than 400 topics – and 100,000 subtopics – relating to persons, property, contracts, torts, crimes, remedies, and government, accelerating your research by directing you to specific points of law.

**Case Synopses and Headnotes**
West case synopses and headnotes summarize the facts, issues, procedural history, holdings and disposition of a decision – information that might otherwise be scattered throughout the opinion. Synopses and headnotes contain terms that may not have been used by the authoring judge, including terms of art and words that describe legally significant relationships among parties (e.g., landlord and tenant, husband and wife). As a result, a Westlaw search can retrieve relevant cases that an opinion-only search might miss.

**Annotated statutes**
- Statutory Credits show you citations to session laws from which a statute was derived
- Historical and Statutory Notes reveal the history of a statute that may be significant in its construction and application
- Cross-References/Library References lead you to relevant Key Numbers and to law reviews, treatises, and administrative code provisions
- Notes of Decisions provide quick summaries of cases interpreting or applying the statute in question

**KeyCite citation research service**
KeyCite is the easy-to-use, powerful citator that covers more than 4 million reported cases, 20 million headnotes, 1 million unpublished decisions, USCA®, statutes for all 50 states and CFR.

This citator service verifies whether cases, statutes, administrative decisions and regulations remain good law. In addition, KeyCite links to citing cases, administrative decisions, more than 700 law reviews and other analytical sources such as ALR®, Am Jur® and Wright & Miller.*

**Exclusive westlaw.com features**
When you access this library on the Web via westlaw.com®, you can take advantage of these and many other timesaving features.

**KeySearch**
Powered by the West Key Number System, KeySearch® lets you formulate searches using advanced research tools without inputting search terms.

**Most Cited Cases**
Most Cited Cases® retrieves a list of cases most often cited for a particular point of law, which is identified by its Topic and Key Number. Researchers can customize results by selecting a jurisdiction, topic, or date and adding search terms.

**Add-ons for your Westlaw Select core**
Optional modules let you tailor Westlaw Select to your needs. Modules include legal references such as ALR and Am Jur, law from other jurisdictions, news and business information, and more. You can also add another single state to your own core package.

* Linking may involve additional charges based on Westlaw plan inclusion. Please check your plan for your specific charges.
Overview
New York Analytical will certainly make your research more productive. It also gives you more tools for expanding your practice. New York Analytical gives you a single, comprehensive integrated legal research tool. This collection of state-specific information is a must for any attorney who practices in New York.

Content Description
New York Analytical is a complete online collection of New York legal guides, forms and authorities. Includes:
- West's McKinney's® Forms
- New York Pattern Jury Instructions: Civil
- New York Practice Series
- New York Jurisprudence
- New York Legal Forms
- Carmody-Wait 2d, New York Practice with Forms
- Siegel's New York Practice™
- Harris 5th, New York Estates

Features and Benefits
- Your complete online library of searchable New York guides, forms and authorities
- Affordably priced
- Unlimited access for one low monthly fee, complete with free 24-hour technical and legal support
- Integrated with KeyCite® that links you to more than 4 million reported cases*
- Covers many aspects of New York practice
- Authoritative insight from respected New York judges and attorneys
- Definitive collection of New York titles written by New York experts
- Download forms right to your computer for easy processing
- Recommendations, observations and detailed checklists
- A must for any attorney who practices in New York
- Proven strategies and research aids
- Saves research time

* Linking may involve additional charges based on Westlaw plan inclusion. Please check your plan for your specific charges.
Selected content blocks and databases.

- Carmody-Wait 2d New York Practice with Forms CW2D
- New York Practice Series: Commercial Litigation in New York State Courts NYPRAC-COMM
- New York Practice Series: Employment Law in New York NYPRAC-EMPLAW
- New York Practice Series: Employment Litigation in New York NYPRAC-EMPLIT
- New York Practice Series: Probate, administration, and Litigation NYPRAC-COLL
- New York Practice Series: Estate Planning and Taxation NYPRAC-EMPLIT
- New York Practice Series: Evidence in New York State and Federal Courts NYPRAC-EVID
- New York Practice Series: Landlord and Tenant Practice in New York NYPRAC-LT
- New York Practice Series: New York Civil Appellate Practice NYPRAC-CIVAPP
- New York Practice Series: New York Criminal Law NYPRAC-CRIM
- New York Practice Series: New York Family Court Practice NYPRAC-FAMCT
- New York Practice Series: New York Limited Liability Companies and Partnerships NYPRAC-LIMITED
- New York Practice Series: New York workers’ Compensation NYPRAC-WC
- New York Practice Series: Pretrial Criminal Procedure NYPRAC-PCP
- New York Practice Series: Trusts and Estates Practice in New York NYPRAC-TEP

Visit west.thomson.com/westlaw/select

To order or for more information, contact your West Representative at 1-800-762-5272.
In step with your practice.

We have a targeted solution for your driving under the influence cases. It’s no surprise. We designed New York DUI around what you told us you needed – your workflow, your tasks, your need for strategic information.

The result is a resource that packages key DUI content, makes it easy to access, and saves you time, every step of the way.

New York DUI includes:

**Forms, regulations, and jury instructions**
You’ll have quick, easy access to complete DUI chemical testing rules and regulations from the Official Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations of the State of New York.


**Caselaw and periodicals**
New York DUI Law provides cases from all states’ courts concerning DUI chemical testing. Among the national/federal periodicals are:

- Andrews Litigation Reports: DUI
- Drinking and Driving Law Letter
- DUI-related law journals and law reviews

**Save time and effort with these tried and true research tools:**

**West Key Number System**
The West Key Number System® classifies American law into more than 400 topics – and more than 100,000 subtopics – accelerating your research by directing you to specific points of law.

**Case synopses and headnotes**
West case synopses and headnotes put the facts, issues, procedural history, holdings and disposition of a decision in close proximity, aiding your word search. They also contain terms that may not have been used by the authoring judge, so you can retrieve relevant cases that an opinion-only search might miss.

**KeyCite citation research service**
KeyCite is the easy-to-use, powerful citator that includes citations to more than 4 million reported cases, 20 million headnotes, and 1 million unpublished decisions. Plus, citations to USCA®, CFR, statutes for all 50 states, 600 law reviews, ALR®, Am Jur®, Wright & Miller, administrative materials, jurisprudence, and other sources.

See reverse side for content listings
**In step with your practice**

Westlaw® has a targeted solution for your New York municipal practice. That’s because we designed New York Municipal Law only after you gave us a detailed description of your workflow, your tasks, your need for strategic information. The result is a practitioner-built resource that packages key municipal content that’s easy to access from a single screen and saves you time, every step of the way.

**Statutes, regulations and cases**

Statutes, regulations, and caselaw are interlinked and complete with exclusive West editorial enhancements that speed and strengthen your research by helping you find the right information quickly and analyze it thoroughly.

**Municipal codes**

*Matthews Municipal Ordinances* is an indispensable starting point for developing new ordinances. Search *Matthews* by table of contents. Divided into text and formats, it provides all the necessary information to write ordinances, including a chapter on “Phraseology” and sample ordinances.

**Practice guides**

Search the full text of 20 indexed, annotated volumes of *McQuillin Law of Municipal Corporations* to locate valuable information covering all aspects of municipal corporations.

**Forms and checklists**

Using a convenient forms-finder template, easily search a comprehensive collection of state-specific and general forms, checklists, and clauses – across Westlaw – that will prove indispensable when drafting agreements from scratch, attempting to add an additional clause in an existing contract, or double-checking that you did not miss a step in the process.

**Continue to enjoy the many benefits of using Westlaw**

**West Key Number System**

The West Key Number System® classifies American law into more than 400 topics – and 100,000 subtopics – accelerating your research by directing you to specific points of law.

**Case Synopses and Headnotes**

West case synopses and headnotes put the facts, issues, procedural history, holdings and disposition of a decision in close proximity, aiding your word searching. They also contain terms that may not have been used by the authoring judge, so you can retrieve relevant cases that an opinion-only search might miss.

**Plain-English Searching**

Enter a description of your issue in standard English. Westlaw displays the documents that most closely match your concepts.

**Key Number Searching**

West attorney-editors assign a Key Number to every point of law based upon the concepts discussed within the case. Using this Key Number information in searches substitutes highly precise terminology for often ambiguous language. And finding just one case on-point leads directly to others – in any jurisdiction.

**KeyCite Citation Research Service**

KeyCite® is the easy-to-use, powerful citator that includes citations to more than 4 million reported cases, 20 million headnotes, and 1 million unpublished decisions. Plus, citations to USCA®, CFR, statutes for all 50 states, 600 law reviews, ALR®, Am Jur®, Wright & Miller, administrative materials, jurisprudence, and other sources.*

* Linking may involve additional charges based on Westlaw plan inclusion. Please check your plan for your specific charges.
There are three core advantages that separate Westlaw® from other research services:

• **Comprehensive legal content**, including primary law, legal analysis, and litigation materials.

• **Tools to help you find it faster**, such as editorial enhancements, industry-leading search and linking technologies, 24/7 research assistance, and more.

• **Trusted accuracy** through case corrections and KeyCite®️, the most complete, accurate, up-to-the-minute citation service.

And with WestlawNext™️, we built on these core advantages to make legal research easier and more intuitive than ever before.

**Westlaw.**

Combines expert legal analysis with forms, jury instructions, and more.

This impressive collection of titles enables quick review of specific points in familiar areas of law and helps you cover unfamiliar ground with speed and ease.

**American Law Reports (ALR®️)**
A superior collection of annotations that evaluates all caselaw relevant to a specific point of law. Examines both sides of an issue, to help you anticipate your opponent’s arguments.

**American Jurisprudence 2d (Am Jur®️)**
Encyclopedic coverage of more than 400 topics. Helps you gain a quick understanding of unfamiliar areas of law, so you can propose a sound course of action.

**Restatement of the Law**
A chronological perspective of your specific points of law, accepted in many courts as persuasive authority. Explains the current status of the law, and where it is likely to go in the future.

**Am Jur Pleading & Practice Forms Annotated**
More than 36,500 forms covering every stage of state and federal litigation.

**Am Jur Proof of Facts**
Winning case foundations and presentations with articles by experts well known in their fields add authoritative and decisive insights to the premise of your case.

**American Jurisprudence Trials**
Articles showcasing successful strategies in actual cases. Model Trial Articles covers the spectrum of personal injury, business, and criminal litigation.

**Causes of Action**
Articles on virtually every type of civil action, with legal analysis to assess whether your case or defense will hold up in court.

**Wright & Miller Federal Practice and Procedure®️**
The definitive treatise on practicing law in the federal courts.

**West’s® Federal Forms**
Litigation-tested federal procedural forms, with accompanying commentary for use in civil and criminal litigation.

**Federal Procedure**
A topically driven practice guide to federal, civil, criminal, and administrative procedure.

**Federal Procedural Forms**
A compilation of practice-tested, up-to-date federal forms to accompany the Federal Procedure treatise.

**Handbook of Federal Evidence**
Follows the Federal Rules of Evidence, and includes the full text of each rule and its legislative and committee history.

**Federal Jury Practice and Instructions**
Background information, commentary, model/pattern instructions, and citations.

**Law Reviews and Journals**
A collection of more than 600 of the most respected law reviews and bar journals.

*See reverse side for content listings*
Westlaw content included

**AMERICAN LAW REPORTS**

- **ALR 2d**
  - State and Federal issues from 1948 to 1965
  - State issues from 1965 to 1980
  - Federal issues from 1965 to 1969
- **ALR 3d**
  - State issues from 1980 to 1991
  - State issues from 1992 to 2004
- **ALR 4th**
  - Federal issues beginning with 1969
- **ALR 5th**
  - State issues from 2005 to present
- **ALR 6th**
  - Federal issues from 1948 to 1965

**AM JUR 2D**
- Contains more than 400 articles covering every topic of federal and state law pertinent to legal practice. Topics are arranged alphabetically.

**AM JUR PLEADING & PRACTICE FORMS ANNOTATED**
- More than 6,500 forms covering:
  - Notices
  - Complaints
  - Petitions
  - Declarations
  - Summons
  - Motions
  - Replies
  - Answers
  - Counterclaims
  - Cross-complaints
  - Discovery forms
  - Affidavits
  - Stipulations
  - Subpoenas
  - Orders
  - Writs
  - Jury instructions
  - Findings of fact
  - Judgments
  - Bonds
  - Decrees
  - And more

**AM JUR PROOF OF FACTS**
- Personal injury/tort litigation
- Medical/hospital malpractice claims
- Products liability claims
- Attorney/other professional malpractice claims
- Insurance coverage/bad faith litigation
- Real estate litigation
- Business torts
- Commercial litigation
- Trademark/copyright litigation

**AM JUR TRIALS**
- Railroad accidents
- Drunk driving defense – breath scores
- Traumatic brain injuries
- Wrongful death in police custody
- Failure to properly diagnose/treat cancer
- Daubert challenges to scientific evidence
- Sexual harassment
- Lender liability

Each article provides advice on:
- Interviewing clients
- Managing a heavy caseload and staff assignments
- Locating medical, scientific, and technical experts
- Conducting more effective direct and cross-examination
- Composing opening statements and closing arguments

**RESTATEMENT OF THE LAW**
- Agency
- Conflict of laws
- Contracts
- Foreign relations law
- Judgments
- Property
- Restitution
- Suretyship and guaranty
- Torts
- Trusts
- Unfair Competition

**WRIGHT & MILLER FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE**
- The text fully analyzes:
  - The Federal Rules: Civil, Criminal, Appellate, Evidence, and Supreme Court
  - Judicial procedure – related statutes
  - Jurisdiction, venue, removal, and ancillary matters
  - Controlling federal judicial constructions

**WEST'S FEDERAL FORMS**
- Provides federal procedural forms, with accompanying commentary, for use in handling civil and criminal cases in the various federal courts. Forms are arranged according to type of proceeding and the court to which they pertain.

**FEDERAL PROCEDURE**
- Covers all levels of federal practice and procedure, including:
  - Article III courts
  - Specialized courts
  - Administrative agencies

**FEDERAL PROCEEDURAL FORMS**
- Pleading forms for motions, complaints, orders, answers, cross-claims, interrogatories, and more
- Expert guidance
- References to USC, CFR, and federal caselaw

**CAUSES OF ACTION**
- Articles
- Cross-references
- Related or alternative causes of action
- Practice and procedure
- Damages awards surveys
- Practice checklists
- Sample cases
- Sample pleadings
- Research guides
- Practice guides
- Tables of cases

**HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL EVIDENCE**
- Full text of Rules of Evidence
- Legislative history and committee notes
- Author analysis of federal decisions

**FEDERAL JURY PRACTICE AND INSTRUCTIONS**
- Federal Jury Practice
- General Instructions for Federal Criminal Cases
- Instructions for Particular Federal Criminal Cases
- Instructions for Civil Diversity Cases
- Instructions for Civil Actions Governed by Federal Law

**LAW REVIEWS AND JOURNALS**
- Provides powerful, professional insight from more than 600 of the most respected law reviews and bar journals.

Visit west.thomson.com/westlaw

To order or for more information, contact your West Representative at 1-800-762-5272.
Employment Coordinator provides instant online access to detailed analysis of current federal and state laws, regulations and case decisions that impact the employer/employee relationship.

**Zero in on all the answers to the critical issues you face**

Employment Coordinator saves you time, trouble and expense by providing authoritative answers in key employment law hot spots, including:

- Benefits
- Compensation
- Employment practices
- Labor relations
- Personnel policy and administration
- Workplace safety

**Convenient organization – find what you need fast**

Everything about Employment Coordinator is designed to save you research time and effort. In addition to being written in plain business English, it provides:

- Complete finding tables to all cases, statutes and regulations discussed
- Checklists, surveys, model forms and plans to speed and simplify tasks
- Sample language for employee handbooks
- In-depth introductory material at the beginning of each chapter
- Citations to all controlling authorities

**An outstanding editorial staff ensures the highest level of analysis**

Editorial guidance is grouped by type to enable you to quickly see where you’re at and where you need to go:

- Cautions warn of dangers that may arise
- Observations express professional analysis and commentary beyond the cited authorities
- Illustrations clarify rules and regulations with easy-to-follow examples
- Recommendations offer specific suggestions or actions

**Stay on top of all the latest developments**

Employment Coordinator keeps you totally up-to-date all year round:

- Monthly supplements give you timely coverage of the full range of employment issues
- *The Employment Alert* biweekly newsletter has fast-breaking developments and news that impact the workplace
- Monthly checklists point you to the most current developments analyzed in the text

**The definitive employment law reference tool ... an unsurpassed value**

Employment Coordinator brings you the latest, most authoritative and accurate guidance available anywhere. It's an online, state-of-the-art, all-inclusive service that's both in-depth and practical.
Selected content blocks and databases.

**EMPLOYMENT COORDINATOR**
Introduction to Benefit and Retirement Plans
Preemption
ERISA Plans
Tax Plans
Government–Mandated Benefits
Health, Life and Disability Benefits
Life Insurance, Death Benefits
Continuation and Conversion Privileges
Time Off, Sick Leave
Vacations, Holidays
Parental and Family Leave
Voting, Jury or Witness Duty
Choosing a Retirement Plan – Plan Options and Design
Special Characteristics of Pension and Profit-Sharing Plans
Minimum Coverage Requirements
Participation
Vesting
Integration
Accrued Benefits
Limits on Contributions and Benefits
The Ongoing Retirement Plan – Qualification to Termination
Executive Compensation Policies
Golden parachutes
Incentive Compensation
Nonqualified Deferred Compensation
Stock options
Administration of Benefit and Retirement Plans
Who are Fiduciaries and Parties in Interest
Fiduciary Duties, Standards of Care and Prohibited Transactions
Plan Investments
Plan Loans
Plan Claims Procedures
Court and Agency Proceedings

**COMPENSATION**
Compensation Laws: Significance and Coverage
Specific limits on the FLSA and similar state laws
Limits of compensation standards for public employees and public contracting
Minimum wage under the federal fair labor standards act
Overtime pay
Federally required premium pay
Federal child labor law
State child labor – prohibitions, exemptions, reports, records, labor notices, sanctions, remedies, administrative proceedings and court proceedings
Wage and hour laws
Wage and debt collection
Time for paying ongoing compensation
Vacation pay, severance pay and holiday pay
Deductions
Form of payment
Garnishments and support withholding
Contractors’ bonds
Exemptions from state wage payment and collection laws
Records of wages paid and time worked
State laws regarding compensation records and notices
New-hire reporting
Agency and court proceedings

**EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES**
Overview: Discrimination and other regulated conduct
Employment selection, job requirements and hiring
International employment, immigration, peonage and disadvantaged workers
Tax aspects of international compensation
Discrimination laws in the international workforce
Labor contracts and labor relations
Using alien workers
Peonage
Using disadvantaged workers
Employment terms and conditions, discharge and other practices
Standards for evaluating compensation practices
Time off benefits
Discharge and discipline
Union practices
Employment agencies and other entities
Administrative sanctions

**LABOR RELATIONS**
Overview
Who is covered: jurisdictional considerations
Selection of representatives
Prohibited labor practices: interference, coercion, discrimination, refusal to bargain, secondary activities, recognitional picketing
Agency proceedings
Contracts and contract interpretations
Dispute resolution
Arbitration of contract disputes
Court proceedings

**PERSONNEL MANUAL**
Employee selection
Terms and conditions of employment
Human resources planning
Labor contracts and labor relations
Management recruitment tools
Employee development
Termination and discharge
Post-employment and other practices
Union practices
Employment agencies and other entities
Administrative sanctions

**WORKPLACE SAFETY**
Overview: discrimination and other regulated conduct
International employment, immigration, peonage and disadvantaged workers
Tax aspects of international compensation
Discrimination laws in the international workforce
Labor contracts and labor relations
Using alien workers
Peonage
Using disadvantaged workers
Employment terms and conditions, discharge and other practices
Standards for evaluating compensation practices
Time off benefits
Discharge and discipline
Union practices
Employment agencies and other entities
Administrative sanctions

**WHAT'S NEW? – RELEASE CHECKLIST**
Tells you what new material has been added to each release with links to the material

**FINDING AIDS**
Topical index
Table of cases
U.S. Code sections cited
IRS letter rulings cited
Code of federal regulations cited
State material cited

Visit west.thomson.com/westlaw/select

To order or for more information, contact your West Representative at 1-800-762-5272.
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With Environmental – Federal, you’ll have unlimited access to federal environmental cases, statutes, legislative history, regulations and administrative materials, plus environmental law journals from 10 highly respected universities.

Environmental caselaw
Cases reported in Environmental – Federal include environmental matters heard by the U.S. Supreme Court, Court of Appeals and District Courts.

Statutes and regulations
The collection’s environmental statutes, rules and regulations include selections from:
• United States Code Annotated®
• Code of Federal Regulations
• Federal Register
• United States Public Laws
• Legislative History of Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 and the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act of 1980

U.S. Code Congressional and Administrative News
Get immediate, anytime access to U.S. Code Congressional and Administrative News," with executive orders, members of the Executive and Congressional branches, presidential messages, signing statements, Public Laws, presidential proclamations, Legislative History Reports, and more.

Administrative materials
Administrative materials include the following:
• EPA Administrative Law Judge Decisions
• EPA Environmental Appeals Board Decisions
• EPA Office of Grants and Debarment
• EPA Regional Decisions
• EPA Toxic Substance Act Decisions
• EPA Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, Rodenticide Recovery Act Decisions
• Decisions from Interior and Agriculture department agencies
• Gower Federal Service, and much more

Leading texts and periodicals
Environmental law journals included in the collection are:
• Columbia Journal of Environmental Law
• Fordham Environmental Law Review
• Georgetown International Environmental Law Review
• Harvard Environmental Law Review
• Pace Environmental Law Review
• Stanford Environmental Law Journal and others
Environmental – Federal

Selected content blocks and databases.

**CASELAW MATERIALS**
Federal Environmental Cases, Codes, Regulations and Administrative Materials

Federal Environmental Cases
Federal Environmental Headnotes
Federal Environmental Cases Supreme Court
Federal Environmental Cases Court of Appeals
Federal Environmental Cases District Court
Interior Board of Land Appeals
West Topical Highlights – Environmental

**STATUTES AND REGULATIONS**
United States Code Annotated – Environmental
Combined USCA, CFR and FR – Environmental
Code of Federal Regulations & Federal Register
Code of Federal Regulations – Environmental
Federal Register – Environmental
United States Public Laws
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 Legislative History
Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 Legislative History
Annotated State Environmental, Health & Safety Statutes

**U.S. CODE CONGRESSIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE NEWS**
U.S. Code Congressional and Administrative News
Executive Orders
Members of the Executive and Congressional Branches
Presidential Messages and Signing Statements
Public Laws
Presidential Proclamations
Legislative History Reports
Session Highlights
Legislative History Table

**ADMINISTRATIVE MATERIALS**
Federal Environmental Law – EPA
Federal Environmental Law – EPA Environmental Appeals Board Decisions
Federal Environmental Law – EPA Office of Grants and Debarment
Federal Environmental Law – EPA Regional Decisions
EPA Toxic Substance Act Decisions
EPA Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, Rodenticide Act Decisions
EPA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act Decisions
Gover Federal Service
U.S. Department of Interior Materials

**TEXTS AND PERIODICALS**
Columbia Journal of Environmental Law
Fordham Environmental Law Review
Georgetown International Environmental Law Review
Harvard Environmental Law Review
Pace Environmental Law Review
Stanford Environmental Law Journal
Temple Environmental Law & Technology Journal
Tulane Environmental Law Journal
UCLA Journal of Environmental Law & Policy
Villanova Environmental Law Journal
Virginia Environmental Law Journal

Visit west.thomson.com/westlaw

To order or for more information, contact your West Representative, at 1-800-762-5272.
Environmental – Multistate offers 50-state coverage of caselaw, statutes, administrative codes, rules and regulations, and more, all in one convenient package. You can locate an individual state’s law easily or survey all states with a single search.

Research that’s thorough and economical
You’ll have unlimited access to Environmental – Multistate databases for a fixed monthly rate. The collection includes:
• Caselaw from all 50 states relating to environmental issues
• Administrative decisions
• Administrative codes relating to environmental law from all states
• Multistate environmental law headnotes
• Annotated state environmental health and safety statutes in one convenient multibase

Selected content blocks and databases
Multistate Environmental Cases and Administrative Decisions MENV-ALL
Multistate Environmental Cases MENV-CS
Multistate Environmental Administrative Decisions MENV-ADMIN
Multistate Administrative Code ADC-ALL
Multistate Environmental Law – Headnotes MENV-HN
Multibase – Annotated State Environmental, Health & Safety Statutes MENV-ST

Visit west.thomson.com/westlaw

To order or for more information, contact your West Representative, at 1-800-762-5272.
Stay ahead of fast-paced change

Every day something new happens within the financial crisis arena, and you can help your patrons keep tabs on it all through Financial Crisis for Patron Access. This fixed-rate plan gives your patrons unlimited access to key financial and subprime mortgage crisis data, including:

• Financial crisis and subprime cases from federal and state courts
• Pending financial crisis and subprime federal regulations
• Pending financial crisis and subprime federal legislation
• Financial crisis and subprime trial filings and briefs from federal and state courts
• Current articles with ongoing, in-depth analysis on financial crisis and subprime issues from Andrews Litigation Reporters and Aspatore
• News and law reviews, to keep patrons current on the latest financial crisis and subprime developments
• Consumer mortgage materials that provide the basics of mortgages and foreclosures

Tap into the convenience of Westlaw

Plus, you’ll be providing the online convenience of Westlaw’s editorial enhancements, one-click access to related materials, up-to-the-minute updates, KeyCite® verification, and more.

The Subprime Mortgage Crisis: A West First Focus topic

West First Focus™ is a program designed to keep attorneys and other legal professionals “in the know” regarding the legal impact of recent significant happenings in the world. We do this through:

• Books and newsletters
• Online resources (Westlaw®)
• Seminars

Learn more at west.thomson.com/firstfocus

* Linking may involve additional charges based on Westlaw plan inclusion. Please check your plan for your specific charges.
Selected content blocks and databases.

**Primary Law**
These databases provide the most recent bills introduced in Congress, proposed rule changes, and cases relevant to the financial and subprime mortgage crisis.
- All State and Federal Financial Crisis Cases FC-CS
- All State and Federal Subprime Crisis Cases SUBPRIME-CS
- Financial Crisis Administrative Materials FC-ADMIN
- Financial Crisis Congressional Record FC-CR
- Financial Crisis Federal Register FC-FR
- Financial Crisis Miscellaneous Documents FC-MISC
- Financial Crisis Public Laws FC-PL
- Pending Financial Crisis Legislation FC-BILLTXT
- Pending Subprime Legislation SUBPRIME-BILLTXT
- Pending Subprime Federal Regulations SUBPRIME-FR

**Court Documents**
The latest court documents filed in financial and subprime mortgage crisis cases. Includes pleadings, motions and memoranda, as well as appellate briefs.
- Financial Crisis Trial Filings FC-BRIEF
- Subprime Briefs SUBPRIME-BRIEF
- Subprime Trial Filings SUBPRIME-FILING

**Current Articles**
These resources provide in-depth analysis on current financial and subprime mortgage crisis issues and lawsuits in progress.
- Andrews Subprime Articles ANSUBPRIME
- Aspatore Financial Crisis Awareness FC-ASPSR
- Aspatore Subprime Awareness ASPSUBPRIME

**News and Law Reviews**
Keep your patrons current on the latest financial and subprime mortgage crisis developments.
- American Banker AMBKR
- Broker Magazine BROKERMAG
- Consumer Finance Law Quarterly Report CONFLQR
- Financial Crisis Journals and Law Reviews FC-LAWREVPRO
- Financial Crisis News FC-NEWS
- Mortgage and Real Estate Executives Report MORTEXREP
- Mortgage Servicing News MTSERNEWS
- Mortgage Technology Magazine MORTGTECH
- Subprime Journals and Law Reviews LAWREVP-SUBPRIME
- Subprime News SUBPRIMENEWS

**Consumer Mortgage Materials**
Comprehensive national and state-level guides provide the basics of mortgages and foreclosures.
- Consumer Credit and the Law CONCRED
- Federal Regulation of Real Estate and Mortgage Lending, 4th FRREML
- Florida Mortgages FL-MORTGAGES
- Georgia Real Estate Finance and Foreclosure Law GAESTFINAN
- HDR Current Developments HDRCURDEV
- Law of Distressed Real Estate LAWORE
- Law of Real Estate Financing REFINLAW
- Mississippi Real Estate Foreclosure Law with Forms MSREFL
- Mortgage & Consumer Loan Lease Disclosure MACALDH
- Mortgage Liens in New York NYMORTLIEN
- Mortgages and Mortgage Foreclosure in New York NYMTG
- Real Estate Finance Law REALFINLAW
- Real Estate Law Report WCL-RELR

**Residential Mortgage Lending: State Regulation Manuals**
- Mid Atlantic RML-SRATL
- North Central RML-SRNCN
- North Eastern RML-SRNE
- South Central RML-SRSCN
- South Eastern RML-SRSE
- West RML-SRW

Visit west.thomson.com/westlaw/select

To order or for more information, contact your West Representative at 1-800-762-5272.
The Immigration Library for Patron Access offers your patrons essential resources for the full range of immigration matters, including visas, employment, education, asylum, family law, and other commonly encountered topics.

**Interpreter Releases**
Library patrons can see new Interpreter Releases articles as soon as they are written and also have the full text of weekly Interpreter Releases issues back to January 1987. A mainstay of immigration law information, this newsletter reports and analyzes all significant immigration legislation, cases, and regulatory action, and keeps readers up to the minute on immigration news and insider views.

**Immigration Briefings**
Every month this publication provides an in-depth examination and expert analysis of a featured topic. Coverage begins with January 1988. Recent topics include habeas corpus, consular refusals of visas, deportability, asylum, foreign adoptions, and international transfer of corporate employees.

**Immigration Law Service, 2d**
Comprehensive and practice-oriented, Immigration Law Service, 2d by Anna Marie Gallagher will help readers stay current on the full range of immigration and naturalization issues. Updated quarterly, it offers:
- Integrated analysis and advice from experienced immigration lawyers and editors
- The full text of the Immigration and Naturalization Act, the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act, other federal statutes, regulations, and executive orders

**Immigration and Business**
Written from an employer’s perspective, this title covers labor certification for non-U.S. citizens and numerous other employment, tax, and immigration issues. The authors are noted business immigration lawyers Austin T. Fragomen Jr., Alfred J. Del Rey Jr., and Sam Bernsen.

**Immigration Pleading and Practice Manual**
Anna Marie Gallagher and Thomas Hutchins provide model pleadings and motions for proceedings before immigration judges, the Board of Immigration Appeals, and the federal courts. They explain the applicable law and offer pointers and references to legal authorities.

**National Immigration Project Resources**
The National Immigration Project of the National Lawyers Guild (NIP) produces outstanding resources on specialized immigration topics. The Immigration Library for Patron Access offers the full text of these NIP titles:
- Immigration Act of 1990 Today – Expert commentary by Stuart I. Folinsky and Helen A. Sklar on the keystone immigration statute and related topics
- Immigration Law and Crimes – Complete coverage by Dan Kesselbrenner and Lory D. Rosenberg of issues involved when non-U.S. citizens are accused of a crime
- Immigration Law and Defense, 3d – Forms and proven strategies and tactics for persons defending against deportation; denials of permanent-resident status, naturalization, and political asylum; and other matters
- Immigration Law and the Family – Sarah B. Ignatius and Elisabeth S. Stickney show how to complete key forms for each category of family immigrant, apply for visas, document complicated family relationships, and handle other family matters
- U.S. Citizenship and Naturalization Handbook – Authored by the late Daniel Levy and updated by Charles Roth, this work offers comprehensive guidance and forms covering the sources, proof and loss of citizenship, and naturalization application and filing procedures

**Steel on Immigration Law, 2d**
This database contains the full text of Steel on Immigration Law, 2d by Richard D. Steel, which provides an in-depth analysis of American immigration laws and procedures. Discussions and forms cover citizenship, naturalization, nonimmigrants, permanent residents, family-based and employment-based immigration, refugees, asylees, inadmissibility, and procedures for admission.

**Immigration Law and Health**
Included in this database is the full text of Immigration Law and Health: Patients and Providers by Sana Loue. The author analyzes immigrant and nonimmigrant options for employment in healthcare occupations and eligibility for healthcare services, covering relevant federal statutes and the labor certification process.

**Law Reviews and Journals**
Also included are leading immigration law reviews and legal journals from the United States and abroad. They thoroughly discuss new and emerging legal issues and related news, events, and trends. Titles:
- Asian Law Journal
- Asian Pacific American Law Journal
- Berkeley La Raza Law Journal
- Georgetown Immigration Law Journal

© 2023 Westlaw
Selected content blocks and databases.

MULTIBASES
- Immigration Analytical Library
- Combined PRO IM-TP-PRO
- Immigration Practice Library IM-PRACLIB

LAW REVIEWS AND JOURNALS
- Asian Law Journal ASLJ
- Asian Pacific American Law Journal ASPAMLJ
- Berkeley La Raza Law Journal BERKLARLJ
- Georgetown Immigration Law Journal GEOILJ

NEWSLETTERS
- Immigration Briefings IMMICRBRIEF
- Interpreter Releases INTERREL
- Interpreter Releases Daily INTERREL-DAILY

TREATISES AND GUIDES
- Immigration Act of 1990 Today IMACT
- Immigration Law and Business IMLB
- Immigration Law and Crimes IMLC
- Immigration Law and Defense IMLD
- Immigration Law and Health IMLHTH
- Immigration Law and the Family IMLF
- Immigration Law Service 2d IMMLS2D
- Immigration Pleading and Practice Manual IMPLP
- Steel on Immigration Law 2d STEEL
- U.S. Citizenship and Naturalization Handbook USCITNAT

Visit west.thomson.com/westlaw

To order or for more information, contact your West Representative, at 1-800-762-5272.
Determine the potential award or liability by comparing your case to actual jury verdicts, settlements, and arbitration awards from around the country. Designed for personal injury practitioners and other litigators, Jury Verdicts on Westlaw provides up-to-date, easily accessible information from more than 500,000 federal and state jury verdict summaries.

It can help you:
- Objectively evaluate potential cases and decide whether or not to pursue them
- Negotiate from a position of strength for credible settlement amounts
- Limit bad-faith actions
- Improve your litigation strategy by knowing what legal arguments have and have not worked well
- Anticipate the tactics and actions of insurers, opposing counsel, and judges, based on their litigation histories
- Locate and evaluate expert witnesses in cases similar to yours
- Stay current on trends in verdicts and settlements

Content
Jury Verdicts compiles information about:
- Type of case
- Jurisdiction
- Names of parties
- Attorneys and expert witnesses
- Key facts
- Award amounts

Dependable content from respected sources
The verdict summaries date from 1983 to the present and are provided by:
- West
- LRP Publications
- JAS Publications
- Jury Verdicts Northwest
- Jury Verdicts Review Publications
- Trials Digest Publishing
- Law Bulletin Publishing
- Verdict Reporter
- Florida Legal Periodicals
- Kentucky Trial Court Review

Flat-rate economy and convenience
Jury Verdicts on Westlaw offers you not only superior content, but also unlimited use at an affordable, predictable monthly fee. You'll have easy, free access to West's industry-leading research assistance and technical support via toll-free phone and online.
Selected content blocks and databases.

**COMBINED JURY VERDICTS (BY STATE)**
- Jury Verdicts – National JV-NAT
- [State] Jury Verdicts Combined XX-JV

**Examples include:**
- California Trials Digest CA-JV-ALL
- Illinois Jury Verdicts Combined IL-JV
- New Jersey Jury Verdicts Combined NJ-JV
- New York Jury Verdicts Combined NY-JV
- Ohio Jury Verdicts Combined OH-JV
- Pennsylvania Jury Verdicts Combined PA-JV
- Texas Jury Verdicts Combined TX-JV

**JURY VERDICTS PLUS (BY STATE)**
- [State] Jury Verdicts Plus XX-JV-PLUS

**Examples include:**
- California Jury Verdicts Plus CA-JV-PLUS
- Florida Jury Verdicts Plus FL-JV-PLUS
- New Jersey Jury Verdicts Plus NJ-JV-PLUS
- New York Jury Verdicts Plus NY-JV-PLUS
- Ohio Jury Verdicts Plus OH-JV-PLUS
- Pennsylvania Jury Verdicts Plus PA-JV-PLUS
- Texas Jury Verdicts Plus TX-JV-PLUS

**JURY VERDICT AND SETTLEMENT SUMMARIES (BY STATE)**
- Jury Verdict and Settlement Summaries – [State] (available for all 50 states and D.C.) LRPXX-JV

**Examples include:**
- Jury Verdict and Settlement Summaries – California LRPCA-JV
- Jury Verdict and Settlement Summaries – Florida LRPFL-JV
- Jury Verdict and Settlement Summaries – Illinois LRPIJ-JV
- Jury Verdict and Settlement Summaries – New Jersey LRPNJ-JV
- Jury Verdict and Settlement Summaries – Ohio LRPOH-JV
- Jury Verdict and Settlement Summaries – Pennsylvania LRPPA-JV
- Jury Verdict and Settlement Summaries – Texas LRPTX-JV

**WEST’S JURY VERDICTS – STATE REPORTS**
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Arizona Reports AZ-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Colorado Reports CO-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Connecticut Reports CT-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Georgia Reports GA-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Illinois Reports IL-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Indiana Reports IN-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Kansas Reports KS-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Louisiana Reports LA-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Massachusetts Reports MA-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Maryland Reports MD-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Michigan Reports MI-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Minnesota Reports MN-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Missouri Reports MO-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Nevada Reports NV-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Ohio Reports OH-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Oklahoma Reports OK-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Texas Reports TX-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Virginia Reports VA-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Washington Reports WA-WEST-JV
- West’s Jury Verdicts – Wisconsin Reports WI-WEST-JV

**JURY VERDICTS (BY CIRCUIT)**
- Jury Verdicts – 1st Circuit JV-1ST
- Jury Verdicts – 2nd Circuit JV-2ND
- Jury Verdicts – 3rd Circuit JV-3RD
- Jury Verdicts – 4th Circuit JV-4TH
- Jury Verdicts – 5th Circuit JV-5TH
- Jury Verdicts – 6th Circuit JV-6TH
- Jury Verdicts – 7th Circuit JV-7TH
- Jury Verdicts – 8th Circuit JV-8TH
- Jury Verdicts – 9th Circuit JV-9TH
- Jury Verdicts – 10th Circuit JV-10TH
- Jury Verdicts – 11th Circuit JV-11TH

**JURY VERDICTS BY STATE/REGION**
- JAS Jury Verdicts and Settlements – Combined JAS-JV
- Jury Verdicts Northwest JVN-JV
- Alabama Jury Verdict Reporter AL-AVR-JV
- Alabama Civil Trial Reporter AL-CTR-JV
- Alaska Jury Verdicts Northwest JVN-AL-JV
- California Jury Verdicts Ali CA-JV
- Connecticut Jury Verdicts JASCCT-JV
- District of Columbia Jury Verdicts JASCDC-JV
- Florida Jury Verdict Reporter FLFPL-JV
- Georgia Jury Verdicts JASGJA-JV
- Idaho Jury Verdicts Northwest JVNID-JV
- Indiana Jury Verdict Reporter IN-IVR-JV
- Southwestern Illinois Jury Verdict Reporter SWLIVR-JV
- Kentucky Trial Court Review KY-KTCR-JV
- Massachusetts Jury Verdicts JASMA-JV
- Maryland Jury Verdicts JASMID-JV
- Michigan Jury Verdicts JASMI-JV
- Missouri Civil Reports MOCR-JV
- Ohio Jury Verdicts JASOH-JV
- Oregon Jury Verdicts Northwest JVNOR-JV
- Rhode Island Jury Verdicts JASRI-JV
- Virginia Jury Verdicts JASVA-JV
- Washington Jury Verdicts Northwest JVNWA-JV
- Wisconsin Circuit Court Jury Verdicts LBPC-WI-JV

**PRACTICE AREAS**
- Employment Law Jury Verdicts JV-EMPL
- Personal Injury Jury Verdicts and Settlement Summaries JV-PI

**REPORTING SERVICE**
- Jury Verdict Reporting Service JVRSMO-JV

**XX = state postal abbreviation**

Databases included in Jury Verdicts are subject to change. For a complete listing, please contact your West representative.

Visit west.thomson.com/westlaw

To order or for more information, contact your West Representative, at 1-800-762-5272.
Mertens & Casey Tax contains two indispensable resources that analyze federal income tax law and explain the entire structure of the federal tax system.

**Mertens Law of Federal Income Taxation**

This database contains the full text of *The Law of Federal Income Taxation: Treatise and Rulings* by Jacob Mertens Jr., which courts have cited more often than all other tax publications combined. This 47-volume publication is a tax practice tool of unprecedented value.

Unlike other tax services, which merely report what happened, *Mertens* provides detailed, in-depth analysis of all aspects of the law of federal income taxation. It goes beyond the Internal Revenue Code to explain Congress’ intent in drafting the IRC, what the IRC means and how the Internal Revenue Service interprets it.

*Mertens* provides you with:

- Incisive commentary assuring you direct access to the most current and accurate information
- Monthly updates reflecting the latest legislative changes
- In-depth discussion and expert analysis that guides you when no easy, clear-cut option is apparent
- Extensive coverage of estates and revocable and controlled trusts (Chapters 36-37)

Look to *Mertens* for:

- Annotated IRC (Title 26 of USCA®) and federal tax court rules
- More than 110 subject-oriented texts
- Monthly updates highlighting the most current analysis
- More than 80,000 index entries to help you pinpoint small details and link immediately to the chapters and sections devoted to your subject

**Casey Federal Tax Practice**

For anyone involved in federal tax controversies before the IRS and the Tax Court, the six-volume treatise, *Federal Tax Practice* by Laurence F. Casey, is an indispensable resource.

Encyclopedic in scope and detail, it explains the entire structure of the federal tax system. It gives you an inside look at IRS procedures in vital areas, such as assessment, audit, settlement, collection, liens and trials, and it shows you what the IRS can and cannot do.

Tax practitioners can use Casey to take the proactive approach needed to succeed at any level and find solutions to virtually any tax question. It offers:

- Essential pleadings and practice forms – more than any other source
- Standardized forms adaptable to specific needs
- Citations to nearly 10,000 relevant cases and tables of authority
- Full coverage of federal tax statutes and regulations, tax decisions and administrative organization
- Complete text of the Tax Court Rules
Make your bankruptcy research faster, easier and more productive

With Norton Bankruptcy Law Library, you enjoy unlimited, fixed-rate access to current, comprehensive, authoritative Norton bankruptcy content – plus the convenience of Westlaw® search technology.

Nobody knows bankruptcy like Norton

Under the direction of the Honorable William L. Norton Jr., editor in chief, and William L. Norton III, managing editor, the Norton name has become synonymous with authoritative bankruptcy analysis and guidance.

Nobody keeps you more current

Ongoing contributions from more than 100 leading practitioners, judges and scholars ensure that all significant new bankruptcy law developments – including the 2005 bankruptcy reform legislation – are covered, analyzed and reported to you promptly in the publications of the Norton Bankruptcy Law Library.

Norton Annual Survey of Bankruptcy Law

• Get a complete picture of developments pertinent to your bankruptcy practice, including commentary on substantive and procedural issues. Developments in caselaw are also covered.
  – Articles on a variety of bankruptcy topics
  – Recent developments in international insolvency law

Norton Bankruptcy Law and Practice, 3d

• Expanded with extensive coverage of the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 (BAPCPA) – and extensively reorganized for easier searching – this authoritative treatise offers continually updated insights and advice from a team of more than 100 bankruptcy judges and practitioners.
  – Step-by-step guidance through the entire bankruptcy process – from initial client interview to case conclusion – for Chapters 7, 9, 11, 12 and 13
  – More than 500 forms – including official bankruptcy forms, A.O. Director’s forms and unique, tailored annotated practice forms with editors’ comments

Norton Bankruptcy Law Adviser

• Every month, leading bankruptcy attorneys, judges and scholars provide you with the latest information on today’s most important bankruptcy issues.

Norton Creditors’ Rights Handbook

• This handbook provides outlines for strategies and steps to take control of credit transactions from the outset, including:
  – Recognizing a deteriorating credit situation
  – Complying with lender liability statutes
  – Controlling the terms of the debtor-creditor relationship
  – Avoiding creditor traps and pitfalls
  – Avoiding problems at inception, in out-of-court workout and in bankruptcy court
  – Getting guidance on structuring the debtor-creditor relationship
  – Step-by-step assistance to solve problems when they occur

Norton Journal of Bankruptcy Law and Practice

• Published six times per year, each issue of the Journal brings you in-depth feature articles written by top experts in the field – experienced practitioners and leading scholars who offer practical guidance to, and incisive analysis of, developments in bankruptcy caselaw. Recent topics include:
  – When does adequate protection begin for secured creditors?
  – Avoiding liability or contaminated real estate
  – Conflicts of interest in bankruptcy representation
  – Interim compensation and routing holdback
  – The Copyright Act and bankruptcy: perfection, priorities and transfers
  – Pension benefits in bankruptcy

BETTER RESULTS FASTER.
Norton Annual Survey of Bankruptcy Law NRTN-ASBL
Articles
Recent Developments
International Law
Norton Bankruptcy Law Adviser NRTN-BLA
Recent articles include:
Does section 362(h) “actual damages” include emotional distress damages?
Shadow boxing in the 9th Circuit BAP: court wins by a technical knockout!
Are the Johnson factors still relevant?
Lowering the bar: states collecting prepetition income taxes post-emergence where a proof of claim was not timely filed
Objects in the setoff mirror may be closer than they appear
Norton Bankruptcy Law and Practice, 3d NRTN-BLP
Expanded with extensive coverage of BAPCPA
Reorganized for easier searching
Court organization and powers
Administration and administrative powers
Claims and distributions to creditors
Debtor’s duties and benefits
Stockholder liquidations
Debtor in possession
Tax consequences
Chapter 7 (liquidation)
Chapters 9, 11, 12 and 13 (reorganization and debt adjustment)
Litigation aspects of bankruptcy
Interrelation of bankruptcy with related laws and issues, such as environmental law, franchise law, intellectual property, international law, lender liability, mass tort claims, partnerships, pension claims, ERISA assets and health care

Norton Creditors’ Rights Handbook NRTN-CRRTH
Part 1 – Creation of the Debtor-Creditor Relationship
Structuring the Credit Arrangement
Security
Enforceability
Special Problems Relating to the Consumer/Debtor
Anticipating Insolvency Proceedings
Part II – The Distressed Debtor
Facing the Problem of the Troubled Debtor
Working with the Debtor
Remedies
The Debtor in Bankruptcy
Overview of the Bankruptcy Alternative
Maintenance of the Status Quo
Bankruptcy Causes of Action
Operations of a Debtor in Bankruptcy
Appointment of Committees
Duties and Powers of Committees
The Indenture Trustee
Working with a Debtor in Reorganization
Creditor Remedies
The Plan of Organization
The Individual Debtor
Mass Tort Claims

Norton Bankruptcy Combined Materials NRTN
Norton Bankruptcy Law and Practice, 3d (full text – 13 volumes)
Norton Bankruptcy Law Adviser (monthly newsletter)
Norton Annual Survey of Bankruptcy Law (annual update)
Norton Creditors’ Rights Handbook (full text – one volume)

Norton Bankruptcy Journal of Bankruptcy Law and Practice JBKRLP
Recent articles include:
Plan to Fail: Remedies for Postconfirmation Default
What is Deepening Insolvency?
Are You Your Produce Vendor’s Keeper? The Perishable Agricultural Commodities
Insulating Asset Purchasers from Debt through Bankruptcy Sales
Unlocking the Lockup: The Revival of Plan Support Agreements Under New § 1125(g) of the Bankruptcy Code

To order or for more information, contact your West Representative, at 1-800-762-5272.
With PastStat Locator™ you can quickly identify the statutory version in effect on a specific date. Use PastStat Locator, and you’ll be precise, efficient and totally confident about your research. Imagine the time you’ll save verifying statutory language for dates in the past!

**Historical versions in seconds**

Statutes are continually amended, revised, overruled or superseded, making it difficult to know exactly what language governed at the time an offense, injury, or other legal matter took place.

PastStat Locator removes uncertainty from your historical research and saves you hours of time. Almost instantaneously, it can:

- Provide the exact version of the statute for the date you specify
- Track renumbered statutes, showing how the statute has changed and what code section took its place
- Work forward, also telling you when a statute or amendment is due to take effect or lapse

**A Westlaw exclusive**

Available only on Westlaw, PastStat Locator covers:

- United States Code Annotated® (USCA) – from January 1, 1996, to the present
- West’s® Annotated California Code Library – from January 1, 1999, to the present
- McKinney’s® Consolidated Laws of New York – from January 1, 1999, to the present

**Easy, fast searches**

You can start your PastStat Locator search three ways:

- While entering your query (Terms and Connectors or Natural Language) by filling in the “effective date” field
- At the Table of Contents by typing in a date
- In a code section by clicking on “Versions”

Visit west.thomson.com/westlaw

To order or for more information, contact your West Representative, at 1-800-762-5272.
With PastStat Locator™ you can quickly identify the statutory version in effect on a specific date. Use PastStat Locator, and you’ll be precise, efficient and totally confident about your research. Imagine the time you’ll save verifying statutory language for dates in the past!

**Historical versions in seconds**

Statutes are continually amended, revised, overruled or superseded, making it difficult to know exactly what language governed at the time an offense, injury, or other legal matter took place.

PastStat Locator removes uncertainty from your historical research and saves you hours. Almost instantaneously, it can:

- Provide the exact version of the statute for the date you specify
- Track renumbered statutes, showing how the statute has changed and what code section took its place
- Work forward, also telling you when a statute or amendment is due to take effect or lapse

**A Westlaw exclusive**

Available only on Westlaw®, PastStat Locator covers:

- **United States Code Annotated® (USCA®)** – from January 1, 1996, to the present

**Easy, fast searches**

You can start your PastStat Locator search three ways:

- While entering your query (Terms and Connectors or Natural Language) by filling in the “effective date” field
- At the Table of Contents by typing in a date
- In a code section by clicking on “Versions”

Visit west.thomson.com/westlaw

To order or for more information, contact your West Representative, at 1-800-762-5272.
Comprehensive and reliable, Real Property will help you make sound decisions and handle real property matters effectively and efficiently. It covers a broad range of legal topics and transactions, and includes analysis, practice guidance, news, and forms.

**General references and timely news**
Real Property offers you broad coverage of substantive and procedural law, with nationally recognized authorities such as Tiffany on Real Property and the timesaving features of Real Estate Law Digest, 4th. For the latest developments in the field, you’ll have the concise, factual reporting in Real Estate Law Journal and Real Estate Law Report.

**Broad selection of forms**
Almost any legal or practice form you need for a real property issue is available in this collection. Choose from the real property sections of:
- American Jurisprudence Legal Forms
- Nichols Legal Forms
- West’s® Legal Forms and other resources

**Ownership and transactions coverage**
Real Property offers you informative, useful resources to handle real estate titles, transfers, and other transactions, such as:
- Patton and Palomar on Land Titles
- Real Estate Transactions – Structure and Analysis with Forms
- Real Estate Leasing Practice Manual

**Land use and development matters**
Coverage extends to virtually all the land use and construction matters you’re likely to encounter. Notable resources include American Land Planning Law, Zoning and Planning Deskbook, Architects and Engineers, and Construction Contracts Law Report.

There’s also guidance for environmental matters, construction arbitration, federal housing regulations, and governmental liability in land use disputes.

**Advice about financial issues, too**
Resources for understanding real property financial matters include Federal Regulation of Real Estate and Mortgage Lending, The Law of Distressed Real Estate, and Manual of Foreign Investment in the United States. Others focus on taxation, insurance, real estate workouts, and related topics.
Selected content blocks and databases.

American Land Planning Law  ALPLAW
Architects and Engineers  ARCHENG
Commercial Real Estate Forms  COMREFRM
Commercial Real Estate Workouts  CREW
Construction Arbitration Handbook  CONARBHBK
Construction Contracts Law Report  CC-REP
Federal Environmental Regulation of Real Estate  FEDENVDIG
Federal Regulation of Real Estate and Mortgage Lending  FRREML
HDR Handbook of Housing and Development Law  HDRH
Illinois Real Property Service  ILRPS
Insurance Coverage of Construction Disputes  ICCDS
Land Use Practice and Forms: Handling the Land Use Case  LANDUSELAW
The Law of Condominium Operations  LAWCONDO
The Law of Distressed Real Estate  LAWDRE
The Law of Easements and Licenses in Land  LELL
Manual of Foreign Investment in the United States  MFIUS
Mississippi Real Estate Foreclosure Law with Forms  MSREFL
Mortgage Liens in New York  NYMORTL
Neighboring Property Owners  NEIGHBOR
New York Construction Law Manual  NYCLM
New York Law and Practice of Real Property  NYLPRP
North Carolina Real Property Mechanics’ Liens, Future Advances, and Equity Lines Including Title Insurance  NCMECHLIN
Patton and Palomar on Land Titles  PATTONTITL
Real Estate Law Digest, 4th  RELAWDIG
Real Estate Law Journal  WGL-REJ
Real Estate Law Report  WGL-RELJ
Real Estate Leasing Practice Manual  RELPM
Real Estate Transactions – Structure and Analysis with Forms  RETSA
Real Estate Transactions – Tax Planning Report  REALTAX
Real Property Texts and Periodicals  RP-TEXTS
Residential Real Estate Transactions  RRET
State and Local Government Land Use Liability  STLOCLAND
Tiffany on Real Property  TITIAN-RP
Title Insurance Law  TITLEINSL
Zoning and Planning Deskbook  ZPLDESK
PLUS, SELECTED MATERIALS FROM THESE PUBLICATIONS:

American Jurisprudence Legal Forms  AMJUR-LF
Nichols Legal Forms  NICHOLS-LF
Subdivision Law and Growth Management  SUBLAWG
Tax Aspects of Real Estate Investment  TAREI
West’s Legal Forms  WEST-LF

Visit west.thomson.com/westlaw

To order or for more information, contact your West Representative, at 1-800-762-5272.
Social Security Platinum puts a wealth of information at your fingertips: cases, statutes, regulations, administrative materials and the leading analytical treatises. It enables you to quickly review specific points in familiar areas of law and cover unfamiliar legal ground with speed and ease. It compiles all this in one place:

- **Social Security Cases** from the U.S. Supreme Court, Court of Appeals, District Courts, Bankruptcy Courts, Court of Federal Claims, U.S. Tax Court and related federal and territorial courts.
- **USCA® Social Security** with court rules, appendices, a popular name table, recent changes enacted by public laws and more.
- **Code of Federal Regulations** containing Social Security documents with recent changes.
- **Federal Register** includes Rules or Proposed Rules, Regulations, Agenda appearing in the Unified Agenda of federal agencies, Notices, Executive Orders and Presidential Proclamations.
- **Social Security Rulings** with both adjunctive decisions and acquiescence rulings.
- **Health and Human Services Decisions** with Civil Remedies Decisions, Appellate Decisions, Quality Control Decisions, DAB or GAB Decisions, Exclusion Cases and Civil Money Penalties.
- **Dictionary of Occupational Titles** database, entire contents.
- **Program Operations Manual System**, used by SSA employees to process claims, it offers valuable insights into the agency’s decision-making process.
- **Selected Characteristics of Occupations Defined in the Revised Dictionary of Occupational Titles** recognized as a resource for requirements of work in the national economy.
- **Social Security Handbook**, a basic guide to Social Security programs.
- **28 Official Social Security Forms**

**Plus helpful analytical works by experts in the field**

- **Bloch on Social Security** by Frank S. Bloch is a comprehensive overview of Social Security disability law and procedure. This publication focuses on Social Security disability benefit programs, including benefits paid to wage earners and their dependents, and Supplemental Security Income.
- **Current Social Security News** by Peter S. Young is a quarterly newsletter that analyzes current developments in Social Security law and practice.
- **Medical Proof of Social Security Disability** by Ann G. Hirschman covers medical issues influencing a client’s disability claim.
- **Medicare and Medicaid Claims and Procedures** by Harvey L. McCormick guides you step by step through the Medicare and Medicaid claims processes, from initial claim to administrative and judicial appeals.
- **Social Security Claims and Procedures** by Harvey L. McCormick includes procedural steps for working effectively with the SSA.

**Social Security Disability Claims** by J. Douglas Peters guides you through the Social Security disability claims process.

**Social Security Disability Claims Handbook** by Richard C. Ruskell. This resource cuts through the regulatory maze and offers guidance for successful resolution of your clients’ Social Security claims.

**Social Security Disability Claims: Practice and Procedure, 2d** by Barbara Samuels. This comprehensive reference guides you through the Social Security disability claim process.

**Social Security Disability Practice** by Charles T. Hall gives you practical working knowledge of Social Security payment centers, acronyms, statutes, rules and regulations.

**Social Security Law and Practice** provides current, comprehensive treatment of Social Security law with meticulous legal analysis, controlling case cites, pertinent statutory provisions, regulations, rulings and agency materials.